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Beauty is the keystone of architectural design.

Performance, sustainability, value — all are key 
considerations of rainscreen wall systems, and 
CENTRIA covers these essentials like no other.  
Yet the aesthetic — how the structure pleases  
the eye — is what really stirs an architect’s soul.

CENTRIA’s Intercept Modular Metal Panel  
System helps bring your vision to life.

• The simple elegance of Entyre and V-Trac.
• The depth and dimension of LVLZ.
• The angles and inclines of RZR. 
• The transparency of HLZ.

Stop the tired — the expected — in its tracks.
Let your mind, and drafting pencil, explore  
the possibilities… then let Intercept bring  
your vision to reality.

INTERCEPT metal panels interrupt conventional  
thought on rainscreen wall systems to inspire  
spectacular visual results.

INTERCEPT
your Inspiration
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Unmatched Performance. 
Unbound Creativity.
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With countless combinations, colors  

and multiple finish options, Intercept  

panels can inspire the artist at the core  

of every architect.

Vertically integrated for customization, 

Intercept panels are easy to install,  

a vital benefit to project timelines  

and budgets. 

Beyond elegance, your design should 

also be enduring. Intercept panels 

are designed for performance. They 

combine with CENTRIA’s MetalWrap™ 

insulated composite backup system 

for a weathertight building envelope. 

The single-source system is nearly 

100% recyclable, helping to achieve 

LEED credits and meet today’s high 

sustainability standards.

Explore, experiment and express your 

creativity with CENTRIA Intercept panels. 



ENTYRE 
Revel in the timeless beauty of the Intercept Entyre Panel 
System. Create a look of your own with smooth planes 
and clean sight lines in an extensive palette of colors and 
finishes. Since Intercept Entyre panels integrate seamlessly 
with Intercept LVLZ and RZR panels, the only limit to the 
façades you can create is your imagination.

Creating a clean cut 
above the rest.



W

Intercept Entyre Panel System

CENTRIA’s vertical integration plays  

a key role in customizable panel systems 

like Intercept, and CENTRIA’s ability to 

tightly control the coating, computer-

automated fabrication and assembly of 

each panel ensures the highest quality  

and on-time delivery. 

• Single-depth walls

• Standard flat product

• All four corners are same depth

• 1-3/8" [35mm] deep

General Design Options*
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0.060" ALUMINUM 1.5mm ZINC 18 GAUGE STAINLESS 
STEEL4 .050 COPPER

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM  
PANEL MODULE1

12-1/2” [317.5mm] 12-1/2” [317.5mm] 12-1/2” [317.5mm]  12-1/2” [317.5mm]

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM  
PANEL MODULE2

48" [1.2m] 30" [.76m]  42" [1.1m] 26” [660.4mm]

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM  
PANEL LENGTH

12-1/2” [317.5mm] 12-1/2” [317.5mm] 12-1/2” [317.5mm] 12-1/2” [317.5mm]

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM  
PANEL LENGTH2

120” [3.0m] 120" [3.0m] 120” [3.0m] 79” [2.0m]

PANEL  
REVEAL WIDTH

3/4" [19mm] 3/4" [19mm] 3/4" [19mm] 3/4” [19mm]

PANEL DEPTH 1-3/8" [35mm] 1-3/8" [35mm] 1-3/8" [35mm] 1-3/8” [35mm]

PANEL SHAPES Square or Rectangle Square or Rectangle Square or Rectangle Square or Rectangle

STANDARD TEXTURE Smooth Natural Natural Natural

FINISHES3 Allura™, Celestial™ Effects, 
Duragard®, Duragard® 
Plus, Fluorofinish®, 
Kolorshift™,
Sundance™ AM and 
Sundance™ Mica

See Zinc flyer for color 
options

#4 Brushed Mill

1.  Contact CENTRIA for smaller panel sizes. 
2.Contact CENTRIA for larger size panels. Overall panel size is aspect dependent. Maximum panel module and length cannot be combined on the same panel.  
3.  Random direction, panel-to-panel variation expected.  
4.    The stainless steel substrate used for an Intercept panel is similar in properties to series 440SS. Contact CENTRIA for more information about this particular substrate and how it 

compares to 304 series SS.

Refer to Tech Data Sheet for more information on size availability.
* Data denotes pre-finished panels. For more information, contact your local CENTRIA Sales Representative. Panel Dimension Tolerance +/- 
1/16". Intercept Entyre is a sequentially installed panel system
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LVLZ 
Extend the possibilities
to a whole new level.

The Intercept LVLZ Panel System allows you to transcend 
the traditional uniform, planar appearance, to explore new 
depths of design. Panels of varying levels allow architects 
to add extra dimension to create exteriors of extraordinary 
beauty and character. Extend your vision beyond height  
and width with Intercept LVLZ panels.



0.060" ALUMINUM 1.5mm ZINC 18 GAUGE STAINLESS STEEL4

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM  
PANEL MODULE1

12-1/2” [317.5mm] 12-1/2” [317.5mm] 12-1/2” [317.5mm]

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM  
PANEL MODULE2

48" [1.2m] 30" [.76m]  36" [.91m]

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM  
PANEL LENGTH

12-1/2” [317.5mm] 12-1/2” [317.5mm] 12-1/2” [317.5mm]

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM  
PANEL LENGTH2

120” [3.0m] 120" [3.0m] 120” [3.0m]

PANEL REVEAL WIDTH 3/4" [19mm] 3/4" [19mm] 3/4" [19mm]

PANEL DEPTH 2" [51mm]  3-1/2" [89mm]

2-1/2" [64mm]  4" [102mm]

3" [76mm]

2" [51mm]  3-1/2" [89mm]

2-1/2" [64mm]  4" [102mm]

3" [76mm]

2" [51mm]  3-1/2" [89mm]

2-1/2" [64mm]  4" [102mm]

3" [76mm]

PANEL SHAPES Square or Rectangle Square or Rectangle Square or Rectangle

STANDARD TEXTURE Smooth Natural Natural

FINISHES3 Allura, Celestial Effects, Duragard, 
Duragard Plus, Fluorofinish, 
Kolorshift,
Sundance AM and Sundance Mica

See Zinc flyer for color options #4 Brushed

General Design Options*

1.  Contact CENTRIA for smaller panel sizes. 
2.Contact CENTRIA for larger size panels. Overall panel size is aspect dependent. Maximum panel module and length cannot be combined on the same panel.  
3.  Random direction, panel-to-panel variation expected.  
4.    The stainless steel substrate used for an Intercept panel is similar in properties to series 440SS. Contact CENTRIA for more information about this particular substrate and how it 

compares to 304 series SS. 

Refer to Tech Data Sheet for more information on size availability.
* Data denotes pre-finished panels. For more information, contact your local CENTRIA Sales Representative. 
Panel Dimension Tolerance +/- 1/16". Intercept LVLZ is a sequentially installed panel system.

Intercept LVLZ Panel System

Add a level of depth to any elevation with 

LVLZ panels. Make your next project stand 

out, literally, as much as 2-1/2" [64mm] 

with the seamless integration of LVLZ, 

Entyre and RZR panels.

• Multiple-depth walls

• Single depth per panel 

• All four corners are the same depth
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RZR 
Taking your design  
to the edge.

Give your project a razor-sharp look by changing the angle of 
light and adding variation with sloped depth options. Whether 
left to right, right to left, top to bottom or bottom to top, 
Intercept RZR panels make any project unforgettable.



General Design Options*

Intercept RZR Panel System

Showcase dramatic variation and wall relief 

with unique sloped depth in both horizontal 

and vertical applications. 

•  Multiple-depth walls

•  Multiple depth per panel — 2 corners  

of different depths

0.060" ALUMINUM 1.5mm ZINC

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM  
PANEL MODULE1

16-3/4” [425.5mm] 16-3/4” [425.5mm]

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM  
PANEL MODULE2

48" [1.2m] 30" [.76m]

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM  
PANEL LENGTH2

16-3/4” [425.5mm] 16-3/4” [425.5mm]

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM  
PANEL LENGTH

120”[3.0m] 120”[3.0m]

PANEL REVEAL WIDTH 3/4" [19mm] 3/4" [19mm]

PANEL DEPTH 1-3/8" [51mm]  3" [76mm]

2" [51mm]  3-1/2" [89mm]

2-1/2" [64mm] 4" [102mm]

1-3/8" [51mm]  3" [76mm]

2" [51mm]  3-1/2" [89mm]

2-1/2" [64mm] 4" [102mm]

PANEL SHAPES Square or Rectangle Square or Rectangle

STANDARD TEXTURE Smooth Natural

FINISHES3 Allura, Celestial Effects, Duragard,  
Duragard Plus, Fluorofinish, Kolorshift, Sundance 
AM and Sundance Mica

See Zinc flyer for color options

1.  Contact CENTRIA for smaller panel sizes. 
2. Contact CENTRIA for larger size panels. Overall panel size is aspect dependent. Maximum panel module and length cannot be combined on the same panel. 
 3. Random direction, panel-to-panel variation expected. 

Refer to Tech Data Sheet for more information on size availability. 
* Data denotes pre-finished panels. For more information, contact your local CENTRIA Sales Representative. 
Dimension Tolerance +/- 1/16". Intercept RZR is a sequentially installed panel system.
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RZR DEPTH
1-3/8" MINIMUM
TO 4” MAXIMUM

1-3/8"
[35 mm]

Side Joint



V-Trac 
Bend your  
imagination.

Where construction requires the use of an extruded rail sub-
frame system, Intercept V-Trac is the solution. The specialized 
Intercept V-Trac system delivers the same clean, monolithic 
aesthetic as Entyre with the added option of curved panels. 
Further customize your design with a range of finishes and 
unlimited color combinations.



General Design Options*
0.060" ALUMINUM 1.5mm ZINC

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM 
PANEL MODULE

12-1/2” [317.5mm] 12-1/2” [317.5mm]

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM 
PANEL MODULE1

42" [1.1m] 32" [.81m]

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM 
PANEL LENGTH

12-1/2” [317.5mm] 12-1/2” [317.5mm]

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM 
PANEL LENGTH1

138" [3.5m] 64" [1.62m]

PANEL REVEAL WIDTH 3/4" [19mm] 3/4" [19mm]

PANEL DEPTH 1-1/2" [38mm] 1-1/2" [38mm]

SYSTEM PANEL DEPTH 2-1/2" [63.5mm] 2-1/2" [63.5mm]

PANEL SHAPES Square or rectangle Square or rectangle

STANDARD TEXTURE Smooth Natural

FINISHES2 Allura, Celestial Effects, Duragard, 
Duragard Plus, Fluorofinish, Kolorshift, 
Sundance AM and  
Sundance Mica

See Zinc flyer for color options

 1. Contact CENTRIA for larger size panels.
 2. Random direction, panel-to-panel variation expected.

Refer to Tech Data Sheet for more information on size availability.
* Data denotes pre-finished panels. For more information contact, your local CENTRIA Sales Representative. 
All Intercept V-Trac may be used for exterior walls and sofits. Panel Dimension Tolerance +/- 1/16". Intercept V-Trac is a sequentially installed panel system.

Intercept V-Trac Panel System

The Intercept V-Trac Modular Panel 

System offers a monolithic design 

that delivers performance similar to 

Entyre. The concealed fastener system 

panels are installed sequentially over 

a vertical carrier track (gullwing) and 

are suspended from the top using a clip 

attachment at panel ends.

INTERCEPT MODULAR METAL PANEL SYSTEM 11
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General Design Options

Intercept HLZ Panel System

Intercept HLZ is a perforated panel system 

designed to add more creativity to your 

project. This screening effect helps to blend 

industrial applications with their surroundings 

by connecting the interior with the exterior for 

pleasing aesthetics. Use HLZ panels to mask 

building equipment or control light.

•  Integrates with Entyre and LVLZ panels

• Provides ventilation and security

• Multiple perforated pattern options

 —  80+ patterns available, consult with 

CENTRIA for more information

0.060" ALUMINUM

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM 
PANEL MODULE

12-1/2” [317.5mm]

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM 
PANEL MODULE1

20" [0.5m]

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM 
PANEL LENGTH

12-1/2” [317.5mm]

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM 
PANEL LENGTH1

79" [2.0m]

PANEL REVEAL WIDTH 3/4" [19mm]

PANEL DEPTH 1-3/8" [35mm] Entyre  2" [51mm] to 4" [102mm] in 1/2" increments LVLZ

PANEL SHAPES Square or Rectangle

STANDARD TEXTURE Smooth

POST FINISHES Metallics, Micas and Standard PVDF

 1. Contact CENTRIA for larger size panels. Overall panel size is aspect dependent. Maximum panel module and length cannot be combined on the same panel. 

Refer to Tech Data Sheet for more information on size availability.
Data denotes post-finished panels. For more information, contact your local CENTRIA Sales Representative. All Intercept HLZ may be used for exterior walls and soffits.  
Panel Dimension Tolerance +/- 1/16". Intercept HLZ is a sequentially installed panel system. 

Side Joint

Open a “hole” new 
world of design 
possibilities

HLZ
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Constructing the Ultimate Barrier System

Create a weathertight façade when you specify the ultimate barrier system. 

CENTRIA’s MetalWrap insulated composite backup panel system delivers lasting 

performance with innovative single-component building envelope technology. 

Tested to outperform the typical multi-component rainscreen system assembly, 

MetalWrap and Intercept panels together provide a seamless barrier from air, water 

and vapor, with code-exceeding thermal performance.

Single-source Product

Minimize risk and costs by sourcing all your rainscreen system products from one 

trusted provider: CENTRIA. Utilizing one company for your exterior metal cladding, 

aesthetic rainscreen and thermal weather barrier system also saves coordination 

time compared to sourcing from multiple vendors and installers. Our elite dealer 

network is the backbone of CENTRIA support and the force behind countless 

successful installations.

BrickMetal Terra-Cotta

Multiple façade options.

MetalWrap integrates seamlessly with all Intercept Modular Metal Panels — as well 

as CENTRIA’s comprehensive line of back-ventilated metal rainscreen panels and 

virtually any type of exterior cladding — to provide long-term performance in a 

single, easy-to-design and easy-to-install system. 

INTERCEPT MODULAR METAL PANEL SYSTEM 13



CENTRIA Rainscreen System Assembly Features & Benefits

INNER ELEMENTS PERFORMANCE

Insulating 
foam core

Achieve optimal thermal performance with a factory foamed-in-place 
core. MetalWrap utilizes polyisocyanurate foam insulation and is 
available in several thicknesses with thermal ratings and performance 
that exceed IECC requirements in all climate zones.

Thermal

Steel face 
and liner

Unlike many multi-component wall systems, the MetalWrap panel 
utilizes a metal liner combined with sealant that creates an air and 
vapor barrier to provide unmatched protection. The steel face 
provides a drainage plane, long-term performance and resistance  
to weather exposure damage.

Air
Vapor
Water

Factory-installed 
joint sealant

High-performance butyl sealant is applied in the joinery at the factory 
for ease of installation and to provide an air and vapor barrier. 

Air
Vapor

Pressure-equalized
tongue-and- 
groove joinery

MetalWrap’s innovative panel joinery eliminates thermal short circuits, 
while pressure equalization and joint sealant prevent moisture from 
entering the building. The innovative design accommodates integrated 
rails for ease of cladding installation. 

Thermal
Water

OUTER ELEMENTS PERFORMANCE

Multiple cladding 
options available

CENTRIA offers a wide variety of cladding options that can be paired 
seamlessly with MetalWrap. Each system offers an array of profiles to 
create a wide variety of unique exterior aesthetics. 

Water
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Weathertight Warranty 

CENTRIA backs its rainscreen systems when MetalWrap is used with a weathertight 

10-year warranty.  

When Intercept modular panels or any of the CENTRIA cladding panels are 

used with MetalWrap backup panels, you get the extra quality and performance 

14
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MetalWrap The Ultimate Barrier System



INTERCEPT
DESIGN 
GUIDE

CENTRIA

UNDERSTANDING FACADE DESIGNS  
AND SUBSTRUCTURES

Recognize the effects that various façade designs may 

have on the substructure and overall project before 

creating more complex patterns.

Illustrations apply only to those assemblies that utilize MetalWrap.

COORDINATING OPENINGS WITH PANEL JOINERY

Incorporate openings, such as doors, windows and  

louvers, seamlessly into the design by aligning openings 

and panel joinery.

MANAGING WALL TRANSITIONS

Navigate the challenging transitions to integrate multiple 

types of Intercept panels into a harmonious design.

COMMUNICATING DESIGN INTENT

See how and when to use the CENTRIA Intercept Panel 

Project Schedule to clarify the intent of your vision.

Bring your inspiration to life.
It is time to transform your ideas into reality. Explore best practices for 
working with the Intercept modular metal panel system. Then, bring 
together the angles, depths and planes that serve as the foundation of 
your next Intercept panel design.

16

19

20

24
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Stack Bond
For the purpose of this guide, Stack Bond is 
defined as a type of panel pattern in which 
both the horizontal and vertical joint systems 
are fully aligned, creating a uniform grid of 
parallel lines. 

16

UNDERSTANDING FAÇADE DESIGNS AND SUBSTRUCTURES

As shown in this illustration, a simple Stack Bond panel layout is easily 
accommodated by an equally simple substructural layout.

For technical details, view CENTRIA technical data sheets  
at CENTRIA.com/tools-and-resources/product-resources.

WALL STRUCTURE

METALWRAP WITH 
INTEGRATED RAILS

SUBSTRUCTURE
Substructural members 
are positioned to provide a 
minimum of two fastening 
points per panel. In most panel 
installations, cantilevered end 
conditions are permitted.

INTERCEPT PANELS
Stack Bond layout



Running Bond
Running Bond is a common facade pattern 
in which panels, regardless of orientation, 
are offset in relation to the panels located 
in the adjacent row or column, resulting in 
a regular pattern of staggered joints. 

INTERCEPT MODULAR METAL PANEL SYSTEM 17

INTERCEPT DESIGN GUIDE

UNDERSTANDING FAÇADE DESIGNS AND SUBSTRUCTURES

Running Bond panel layout requires a somewhat more complex 
substructural layout to concur with the panel offsets.

For technical details, view CENTRIA technical data sheets  
at CENTRIA.com/tools-and-resources/product-resources.

INTERCEPT PANELS
Running Bond layout

WALL STRUCTURE

METALWRAP WITH 
INTEGRATED RAILS

SUBSTRUCTURE
Substructural members 
are positioned to provide a 
minimum of two fastening 
points per panel. In most panel 
installations, cantilevered end 
conditions are permitted.
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Random
A Random design is characterized by  
the absence of pattern or repeating unit— 
a composition featuring panels of various 
sizes, shapes and orientations and irregular/
discontinuous joinery. 

UNDERSTANDING FAÇADE DESIGNS AND SUBSTRUCTURES

Here, a Random layout requires a substantially complex substructural layout in order 
to support the highly irregular panel arrangement. Specifically, it can be seen that 
the layout of the panel substructure generally follows the layout (size, shape and 
orientation) of the Intercept panels. 

For technical details, view CENTRIA technical data sheets  
at CENTRIA.com/tools-and-resources/product-resources.

WALL STRUCTURE

METALWRAP WITH 
INTEGRATED RAILS

SUBSTRUCTURE
Substructural members 
are positioned to provide a 
minimum of two fastening 
points per panel. In most panel 
installations, cantilevered end 
conditions are permitted.

INTERCEPT PANELS
Random layout

NOTE: Overall, the relative simplicity or complexity of any particular façade design 
will result in a correspondingly simple or complex substructural system (as illustrated 
on pages 16, 17 and 18).



Opening
An opening is any complete penetration of the wall system that connects the inside to  
the outside, with or without transitional components such as doors, windows or louvers.  
All openings have some type of edge condition, such as a head, jamb or sill detail.

INTERCEPT DESIGN GUIDE

COORDINATING OPENINGS WITH PANEL JOINERY

For technical details, view CENTRIA technical data sheets  
at CENTRIA.com/tools-and-resources/product-resources.

In most cases, openings that do not align 
with panel joinery will result in irregular 
panel shapes that may require 1) custom 
fabrication, 2) field modification and/or 3) 
edge trim— especially when the exact location 
of an opening cannot be specified in the 
construction documents. 

Generally, openings that do align with 
panel joinery will result in conventional 
panel conditions that do not require special 
fabrication or installation procedures. Most 
often, alignment between openings and panel 
joinery can be achieved by either 1) arranging 
the panel pattern to match an opening or 2) 
arranging the size and location of an opening 
to match the panel pattern.

INTERCEPT MODULAR METAL PANEL SYSTEM 19

CENTRIA can provide technical assistance to ensure that head, 
jamb and sill details are properly coordinated with panel joinery.



5. OPENINGS

6. INSIDE CORNER

3. PARAPET CAP

1. INTERFACE/ENDWALL

4. BASE

2. OUTSIDE CORNER

As noted, Intercept panels are available in a range of depth dimensions and face 
geometries. Furthermore, panels with different depths/geometries may be installed 
adjacent to each other on the same wall plane. 

In those façade designs that combine Entyre, LVLZ and/or RZR panels in the same 
wall plane, the various panel depths and face geometries could create a substantially 
three-dimensional wall surface that may require special attention in the detailing 
of wall transition points. Specifically, the designer should consider the effect of panel 
configuration upon the transitions that may occur at the edge of a wall plane or 
between wall planes. Where these transitions occur, it may be helpful to match the 
depth of the transition with the maximum panel depth.

NOTE: The following pages illustrate conceptual strategies for managing wall 
transitions—specifically, transitions that are fabricated using coil-gauge sheet metal 
(typically, 0.060-inch). Alternative transition strategies and fabrications may be 
feasible. Contact CENTRIA for details.

20

MANAGING WALL TRANSITIONS

7. END

For technical details, view CENTRIA technical data sheets  
at CENTRIA.com/tools-and-resources/product-resources.



MANAGING WALL TRANSITIONS

INTERCEPT DESIGN GUIDE

2. Outside Corner
An outside corner is a change in direction of the wall 

panel on opposite sides of a corner. To resolve different 

geometries, in some cases, box flashing is used. 

For larger-scale corner details, a custom fabricated Entyre 
and/or LVLZ panel can be specified.

1. Interface/Endwall
An interface is the termination point at which a wall 
plane that is clad in Intercept panels meets another 
wall plane of a different material. 

For technical details, view CENTRIA technical data sheets  
at CENTRIA.com/tools-and-resources/product-resources.

INTERCEPT MODULAR METAL PANEL SYSTEM 21

WALL STRUCTURE

PANELSMAX PANEL DEPTH

TRANSITION

INTERFACE TRANSITION

OUTSIDE CORNER TRANSITION
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3. Parapet Cap
The transition at the top of a building where 

the metal wall cladding meets the roof 

material is known as the cap.

4. Base
The base is the termination point of a wall 

plane at the bottom of the building.

5. Openings
An opening transition is formed 

using trim to resolve the different 

geometry, creating a clean, 

aesthetically pleasing edge 

surrounding the total penetration 

of a wall plane. 

For technical details, view CENTRIA technical data sheets  
at CENTRIA.com/tools-and-resources/product-resources.

MANAGING WALL TRANSITIONS

ROOF ASSEMBLY

MAX PANEL DEPTH

WALL 
STRUCTURE

PANELS

WALL 
STRUCTURE

MAX PANEL DEPTH

PANELS

CAP TRANSITION

BASE TRANSITION SILL TRANSITION

HEADER TRANSITION



INTERCEPT DESIGN GUIDE

7. End
An end is an edge condition at 

which a wall plane simply ends in 

space, vertically or horizontally, 

without any intermediate or 

provisional element.

6. Inside Corner
An inside corner is a change in direction 

of the wall panel on the same sides of a 

corner resulting in the need to resolve 

different geometries.

For technical details, view CENTRIA technical data sheets  
at CENTRIA.com/tools-and-resources/product-resources.

INTERCEPT MODULAR METAL PANEL SYSTEM 23

MANAGING WALL TRANSITIONS

PANELS MAX PANEL DEPTH

WALL STRUCTUREINSIDE CORNER TRANSITION END TRANSITION
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COMMUNICATING DESIGN INTENT

For technical details, view CENTRIA technical data sheets  
at CENTRIA.com/tools-and-resources/product-resources.

PANEL 301

RZR
TYPE RR
La: 1-3/8"
Ra: 4"

PANEL 302

RZR
TYPE RB
La: 1-3/8"
Ra: 4"

PANEL 304

RZR
TYPE RL
La: 3"
Ra: 2"

PANEL 201

LVLZ
4" DEEP

PANEL 101

Entyre

PANEL 102

Entyre

PANEL 202

LVLZ
4" DEEP

PANEL 303

RZR
TYPE RT
La: 4"
Ra: 1-3/8”

PANEL 103

Entyre

In projects that feature relatively complex façade designs—such as those that combine Entyre, LVLZ and/or RZR 
panels in the same wall plane — it may be challenging to effectively communicate design intent through the use of 
elevation drawings and specifications alone. In these cases, it may be necessary to also notate design intent with 
the aid of a panel schedule. Pages 24 and 25 provide an example of a façade design and a panel schedule and 
explain how to convert the façade design to the schedule format. 

Step 1
After establishing the façade design, label each panel 
with a unique mark, such as 101, 102 or 103. Consult 
with CENTRIA to select the best labeling strategy for 
your project schedule format.

Step 2
Confirm the specifications for each panel:
• Entyre, LVLZ or RZR
• For RZR panels, specify the panel type: RT, RL, RB or RR
• For LVLZ or RZR panels, specify the panel depth

Refer to the chart on page 25 regarding RZR panel types. For information on panel depths and dimensional 
limitations, refer to the applicable General Design Options charts on pages 5, 6 and 9.



Mark Entyre LVLZ RZR

L2.0 L2.5 L3.0 L3.5 L4.0 Type Top 
“Ta”

Right 
“Ra”

Bottom 
“Ba”

Left  
“La”

101 X

102 X

103 X

201 X

202 X

301 RR 4" 1-3/8"

302 RB 1-3/8" 4"

303 RT 4" 1-3/8"

304 RL 2" 3"

INTERCEPT DESIGN GUIDE

INTERCEPT PANEL PRODUCT SCHEDULE
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Ta

RZR PANEL TYPES

Type RT Type RR

Type RB Type RL

Ba

La

Ra

Ta

Ba Ra

La

Step 3
In the panel schedule, enter each panel mark in the first column, then enter the corresponding 
specifications in the appropriate column(s) to the right, as illustrated below. 

NOTE: “Ra,” “Ta,” “Ba” and “La” represent depth dimensions.
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